From owner of web STOCKS-FILTER.COM that is my software
to calculate the %growth in revenues and net income/ebitda
on last 3 quarters - %growth same quarter current year- vs
previous year .It works on real NASDAQ and NYSE stocks only
on my personal computer –this is my feedback :
It is better that companies report quarterly and not every half
year .The investors see changes faster and can push on ceo
when profits go down because technical failures on product
and delay in features launch vs competitors and more things.
For the companies to generate the quarterly finance reports is
easy on SAP and many other finance reports software –that
every second generate finance reports automatic .The quarterly
fundamental data of all 6000 NASDAQ /NYSE stocks is sell to
public by QUANDL.COM in 400 usd year to many private
investors like me that develop their own STOCK SCREENERS .
I use my STOCKS-FILTER.COM since its feature are better than
the free NASDAQ stock screeners .I detect with anomaly on
stock price change in QUARTERLY compare the % change in the
fundamental data quarterly and the forecast data to next 2
quarters . This ANOMALY make loss to investors and this cause
more invest on nasdaq100/sp500 index etf and less volume is
on single stocks alone .SEC should focus on this and not on the
quarterly vs half year rate of finance reports .while anomaly
most time is on single stocks in q4 2018 the anomaly move to

all the nasdaq100 ,sp500 etf and the quarterly finance reports
of q4 did not match the -20% crash of q4 2018 on NASDAQ100
.The quarterly finance reports can help market to recover next
quarter and not wait half year and can help SEC to check such
events closer to the finance reports publish date to public.
Some big investors on NASDAQ that decided on q4 2018 to do a
large sell of best quality q4 2018 fundamental data stocks –
And when FOREX usd rate was constant - this show they had a
goal to make the 20% crash on NASDAQ.I support the exist
quarterly vs half year reports and I support QUANDL.COM that
sell data in 400 usd to many private investors that make the
NASDAQ more quality traders . QUANDL.COM broke the
oligopoly/cartel on fundamental data sell to public .
The big investors like pension funds and all the etf that most
IRA people buy –are less quality traders that do the anomaly on
stocks that is damage to NASDAQ and NYSE .(index anomaly
can made by nations that invest on etf index nasdaq100/sp500
and the q4 2018 -20% crash is their way to damage the USA
economics and hide it by synchronize it to macro economic
events in USA ).
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I do all alone as single person –investing my own money only
I don’t plan to get a license to manage other people money
amnon@stocks-filter.com

